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Atmract 
A robber and k cop~ chno~ starting veaices in a graph and move in alternation from vortex 
to vertex along the edges of the graph; captttre occurs if a cop ever sha~ a vertex with the 
robber, if k is not fixed and if either the graph is directed or initial portions are given, we 
show that the pmblern is EXPTIME-cxnnplete. Similar techniques lead to the PSPACE- and 
EXPTIME~.ompleteness of ~ other combi~torial gaines that were Weviously only known to 
be NP- and PSPACE-berd. 
1. Intreducflon 
A robber and k cops choose starting vertices in a graph and move in alternation from 
vertex to vertex along the edges of the graph; all know the locations of the others and 
can choose to remain stationary rather than move. Capture occurs if a cop and the 
robber share the same vertex - the cops try to capture the robber who tries to avoid 
capture, 
The case of k = 1 on an undit~;ted graph was i t i ~  and studied by QoiUiot 
[25, pp, 131-145; 26,28] and by Nowaknwski and WinHer [22]. A simple algorithm 
deXermines if one cop can capture a robber on a given graph: eonwaet the graph by 
repeatedly removing vertices v for which there exists an adjacent vertex u such that 
all other vertices adjacent o p are also adjacent to u; that is, u covers v and all of 
v*s neighbors, If the algorithm terminates with one vertex remaining then the cop can 
capture the robber, otherwise the robber can evade qutpture. 
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The 8enend case of t cops and a robber on an undirected graph was studied 




The ~ complexity of determining c~tumbility in a similar pursuit prob- 
lem on d '~ 8raph~ was ~lndied by C~mdta nd St0ekmeyer [8], Chandm et al. [7], 
and Reif [29,30]: see [iS) for a ~  of ~ results. In this version of theprob- 
lem ~ positions ~ given on a din~et~ graph and k cops try to IneVent he robber 
from reaching a special vertex, called the "hole." The cops and robber move alternately 
and cops at~ not allowed to gemain statiooary. In some variants, the cops do not know 
the location of the robher and vice ~ 
Adaehi et al. [I, 19] consider a similar pursuit problem on directed graphs. In this 
version, ooe cop tries to capture one of k robbers before any- ro'~tm can reach a 
special veaex, called the "hole".lnitial positions at~ given and the cop and robbe~ 
take alternate tunm to move. The cop must move during its turn. During the robbers' 
turn, one roM~ must move while the rest remain stationary. 
The above complexity results rely on reductions from known EXPTIME-completc 
problems. So do our results, but our t~ductions use stntctm~ that work on undiv.'cted 
graphs, allow optional moves, and, most importantly, work when the initial positions 
a~e lective, in pt~-vious t~luttion& if there are elective positions then the robber would 
si,~q?ly choose a hole and there would he no pursuit. 
Many other ~ ~i~es have been considered. For example, a pursuit/search prob- 
lem defined by ~ [23,24] was ~tudied by Megiddo et al. [21] and by Soy. 
mour and Thomas [32]: A robber moves with infinite speed from vertex to vertex 
along the edges of the graph withe, at the ~me time, k cops in helicopters fly from 
v~tex to vertex, not necessarily ¢dong the edges. Capture occurs if a cop and the 
robber share the same vertex. Determining how many cops are necessary to capture 
an invisible mbher was shown to he NP-hard in [21]. In [32] it was shown that 
determining how many cops are necessary to capture a visible mbher is equivalent 
to determinin~ if the tree-width of G is at most k, an NP-complete problem [5]. 
In this paper we study the complexity of determining if the k cops can capture the 
ro'~er. Our techniques yield solutions to some open problems in other combinatorial 
games. In Section 2, we wove that the problem is EXPTIME-c~lete if initi~,l po- 
sitions are given. We extend this result o show that in a strongly connected irected 
graph, the k-cops-and-robber problem with elective initial positions is also EXPTIME- 
complete. Then, in Section 3, we show how our techniques lead to improvements in 
several results on some combinatorial games of Fmenkel and Yesha [9] and Fmenkel 
and Goldschmidt [i !]; an introduction to this subject can be found in [33]. We also 
introduce a new game, Semi-Partizan-Target, in an attempt to shed light on the com- 
plexity of Annihilation [9-11]. 
Table ! summarizes all known complexity results. 
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r,,tSte ! 
(a) Comptex~ of dmen,ining capm~bil~ of varic~.~ p,,,muit probk.m~ For a ~ esaph, cops and a 
~ alf~ely ~ aloog dh'etc.ed ~ ~ vt'at~ tO m Initial ~si~i~s ace givm. The robber 
~ a  hole or if the cop~ age ~e qo ~ptafe it 
v ~  Result 
One ¢ep, ~h mJt move LOGSPACE,.~/me if.Sl 
Semt-~ Tar~ 
All must move 
One cop, mt~ly blind robber. Both must move 
Mosey blind mbl~. ^ll.m~ move 
Edges ~ No holes 
Stmogty connected, l~tial positions ele~ive, No boles 
(b) New remits on some combin~ortttl 8ames 
Game Old ¢esu!t 
c~ NP-tued (9) 
Nod,z~ Blocklng PSPA~E,,Iwd [11] 
Simplified-Asymmet~-Taq~ Nr4mnl [9] 
PSPA~k' te  |29, ~0] 
EgPSPA~ [29, 30] 
EXr11"~ ( ~  :3) 
~x ' r t lxw~ ~ 4) 
New mmlt 
~ ~  {Theemn S)
I~gl'rlM~-~on~lete frheen~ 6) 
PSPA~ Gt~m 7) 
e ~ ~ e  frheem~ S)
A graph 6 consists, as usual, of vertices t" and edges E; for a vertex e ~ V define 
the vertices a~aeent to v as Adj[v] -. {wl(r, w) ¢ E}. A directed graph is strongly 
connected if there is a direc, ed path from every vertex to every other ve~'x. The oirth 
of a graph is the length of its shortest nenemt~y c cle. 
2. Complexity results 
Determining if k cops can capture arobber on an tmdirected graph with given initial 
positions can be solved by a backtracking algorithm; see [15] for ~hp le .  For fixed 
k, the backtracking can be done in polynomial time, ap.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,~vering afFn'nmti~iy the sixth 
open problem in [4] (see also [28]). It may be possible to improve the algorithm for 
fixed k; in fact, Quilliot's algorithm [25] can be implemented to nut in O(it'! 3) time 
for k = l. 
We show that exponential time is unavoidable, because detem'dning the munber 
of cops necessaw for capture in directed gntphs is EXPTIME-Imnl, by proving the 
stronger result of EXPTIME.hardness on strongly connected ~ graphs. Befause 
a badttracking algorithm can solve the problem in exponential lime, the k cop and 
robber problem on directed graphs is EXPTIME-complete. Hence, any pmpeV~ of a 
graph that can ~ dete~i~dned in polynomial time cannot ell us how many cops ave 
necessary for capture on a diceeted graph. 
We need the following result. 
Theorem I (Aider and Fromme [2]). I f  the minimum degree of  a vertex in an 
undirected graph G is d and its girth is at least 5, then the number of  cops nec- 
essary to capture the robber is at least d. 
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For any d. a graph ~h girth 5 and minimum degreo d can be constng~ using O(d z) 
venkx~s - see [6] for example. Hence we have, 
~ t. ?~ere exits  an u~x,  aed ~ral~ 0 --. (r. ~n which I~  num~,r of  
cops m~'~ a~ su~O;ck, m to capmne a roblx, r is ~ ~)  ~ o(IgD. 
Thatts,-th~ exists a graph pobynomial in si~ with respect to any k in which k cops 
arc no:essmy and suggem to captore a robl~. 
For ~ ~ we use the sixth game from 134] which we call alternating 
book:an fmmula (ABF). ~ A and B are each given a set of disjoint boolean 
variables, X~ and Xa, reslgcft~ly, which have given initial values, and a conjunctive 
nmmat boolean formula (CNF) containing the variables. The players take turns chang- 
ing ~ values of at most one of Uhcir own variables; and if the CNF ever becomes true, 
player A wins. The ABF problem is to detcnnim~ if player A has a winning'strategy. 
Tb~,~ 2 (S toc~ and ~ [34]). ABF iS EXPTIME-complete. 
We now briefly dcscn'be how cops ~ t  variables" truth settings and how the 
robber or cops can change the settings without allowing the graph to get too large. 
Consider Fig. I. Initially the robber is on v~ aml there are two cops, the A cop on v,~T 
or v, lv and the B cop on v~ or ray. A cop on a vertex with subscript T is ~id to be 
VBF VBFF UBF 
Fig. !. Gnqph showing how cops ch~c their settings. 
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true, a cop on a vertex with subscript F is said to be false. Assume that on each turn 
the cops and robber must move r iot  or up, the cops only moving up to capture the 
toWoer, this condition is enforced naturally in the full graphs. 
move to or URr, if the robber to uRT, the ,4 cop m~ 
move to u~r or else the robber will move to utr and then to the hole, If the robber 
moves to uer, the A cup m~ move to uAr or else the robber will move to u~F and 
then to the hole. The B cop must keep its truth setting on vsrr or vg~-. 
For the next move, the gobbet must move to ue, assuming the A cop covers utr 
or ~e~" appropriately. The A cop must keep its truth setting on u, lrr or uaFr. The B 
CUP can change its truth setting by moving to usr or usr, preventing the robber from 
moving through u~ to the hole. 
For k cops, we set up cyclic patterns of the graph in Fig. I that alternate between 
the robber and the cops changing, or not changing, one variable at a ti~.e in ABF. 
2,1, Undirected graphs 
We tint prove a stronger version of a complexity result by Reif [29] (see also [18]). 
Theorem 3. The problem of determining if k cops can capture a robber on an undi. 
reeted graph with given initial positions is EXPTIME-complete. 
Proof, We construct a graph for k cops that is polynomial in size with respect o any 
given instance of ABF with k - I variables. The cops are divided into three groups: 
one cop, the prover, decides when to verify that the ~ is true, k.4 cops represent 
the variables of player A, and the remaining kB cops represent the variables of player 
B. With appropriate initial positions, determination f capture is equivalent to solving 
the given instance of ABF and is therefore EXPTIME-hard. Because the problem can 
be solved in exponential time [15], the problem is thus EXPTIME-complete. 
Some vertices are designated as holes; if the robber moves to a hole the cops cannot 
capture the robber since each hole leads to a distinct copy of a subgraph in which k 
cops cannot capture the robber. By Corollary 1, we can construct such subggaphs of 
size polynomial in k. A cop must move to a vertex v if the only way the cops can 
prevent he robber from reaching a hole is for that cop to move to e. The robbe: must 
move from a vertex v to a vertex u if v is adjacent to a vertex having a cop and every 
vertex adjacent to v except u has a cop, or is adjacent to a vertex having a cop. 
The graph we construct has three components corresponding to different stages in 
ABF. The first component corresponds to player ,4 moving the cops to change one 
of player A's variable settings. In this component, the robber is forced to move to 
one vertex and any one of player A's cops can switch its variable setting, but the 
remaining cops are forced to keep their current variable settings. The second component 
corresponds to player B moving the robber to set one of player B's cops' variables 
while the remaining cops are forced to keep their current wariable settings. The third 
component corresponds to the cops proving that the CNF is true with the current 
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variable settings; in this componem, the cops force the ~ to move through the 
~F  - if the CNF is rxe tic cops ¢~re  tic robber, but the robber eaches a
~ intmelale. The ~mtlBnd notation used for edges in the three components of the 
Player A's move component, shown in Fig. 3, has the following vertices: Six vertices 
,~. ~ .  uE. ue. ,~.. u~. five sets of kR vertices U~.  U~-.  U~rr. Unrr. Us~. seven 
sets of k,, vertices U~r. U,,,:. U~rr, U, rr. U,,Fr. U,,rr. U,,t, and two sets of k,, - l 
ve~ees U,,., Uxm. The veaices in each set are ordered. The total number of vertices, 
including holes but not the mzbsraphs to which they lead, is 6ks + 8kA + 3(k,i - I ) + 7 = 
f~ + Sk, I + 4. A cop on a vertex in UBr, Uarr, UAr, U,,rr, or U~rr corresponds to
seffing the cop's cmn:ponding variable to true. A cop on a veaex in Umt:, UsFF, U,,~, 
U,m,, or UaFF cont~nds to setting the cop's corresponding variable to false. The 
UR re.ices contRmnd to vertices the robber will traverse, the Up vertices correspond 
to vertices the proving cop will traverse, the Us veflices conespond to vertices player 
Vertex i in U is connected tovertex 
i in V. 
©v 
All ve~tlces in U are connected to 
all vertices in V. 
© 10 U " V 
Vertex 1 in U b connected tovertex 
lhV .  
Vertex tt is connected to all vertices in V. 
U 0 : : : : : : :  ...... ::i~ 0 V 
Each vertex i in U is connected to
all vertices in Y ezcept vertex i. 
U 
Vertex I in U is connected tovertex 
Fig. 2, Notation used for edges between sets of veflices. 
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Fig. 3. Player A's move ~ the f~ ~ in proof of Theoc~ 3. Each ellipse is a set ofkn 
venice, each ro~mded rectangle is a set of tA ve~ aad each te~u~le h a set of kA -- t venic~ 
B's cops will traverse, and the U,¢ vertices correspond to vertices player A's cops will 
traverse. The U~ vertices correspond to vertices through which tl~ ~ ~ 
to a hole if the cops do not prevent i . 
Initially the robber is on ue. Player B's ith cop is either on the/th vertex of Urn" or 
on the ith vertex of U~-, and player A's ith cop is either on the/tit vertex of UAT or on 
the ith vertex of U~F, corresponding to the initial settings of the cops" corresponding 
variables. The proving cop is on up. it is the robber's turn to move and it must move 
to u~ or else the proving cop will capture the robber. 
The robber threatens to reach a hole through U~, U~, apE, and to go through 
u~ to UHH to a hole. The cops must move to cover these vertices. The proving cop 
must move to tlpp or else the robber will escape through neE. The cops in UBr must 
move to their corresponding vertices in Uerr and the cops in UvF must move to their 
corresponding vertices in U~F, or else the robber can escape to a hole through some 
vertex in UsE. Each cop in UAT must move to a corresponding vert~ in Uarr or Uaw 
and each cop in UA~- must move to a corresponding vertex in UAFF or USFr- However, 
there can be no more than one cop in Uan- and U, cFT or else the cops would be unable 
to prevent the robber from reaching a hole going through ue to Un,; that is, we need 
ks - ! cops in UArr and Ua~ to prevent the robber from reaching an unguarded vertex 
in UHU. 
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Player B's move component, shown in Fig. 4, has the following vertices: Four 
t'Af. ~ tmal numher of vertices, incl~ing holes but not the subgraphs they lead to, 
is i4ka + 6k.~ + 5 = 6/¢ + 8~e - I. The su~pe5 are defined analogonsly ~vith the 
s a ~  in P!~mr A's move comix.mL 
Initially, the mbbor is on vn, the proving cop is on vp, player B's lth cop is either 
onthe/th vertex of Vsr or onthe ith vertex of Vet, and player A's ith cop is either 
on the/th vertex of VAt or it is on the ith vertex of V,~r. It is the mbbor's turn to 
move and it must mm'e to a vertex in VRr or VnF or else the proving cop will capture 
the robber. Suppme it moves to vertex j in V~r (V~.), The mbher is threatening to
move to a hole through vrr,, Vnr~, Pan~ (Vavf), and tar.. The cops must move to 
cover these veNices. The proving cop must move to vpr or else the robbor can es'~ape 
through v~,E. Player B's jth cop must move to the jth vertex in Vnrr or Par (Vsr~ or 
Vs~), whichever it can move to, or else the robber can escape through the jth vertex 
in Vsr~ (Vs~z). The ~e,-,aining cops in Vet must move to their corresponding vertices 
Fig. 4. Player B's move componem; the sound component i  proof of Th~ 3. Each ellipse is a set of 
ks ~ces  and each rounded rectangle is a set of k~ vertices. 
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in Vsrr and the ren~aining :cf~ in tar must move to their corresponding vetf,~es in 
VsFr, or else the rubber can e~:a~e through some vertex in gse. Similarly, the cops 
in tar must move to their ¢ongspunding vertices in V~rr and the cops in V,w must 
~;ove to t~f  conesponding vertices in ~1~, or el~ !t~c robber can escape through 
• ~nc ,,'~ncx in VA~. 
The proof component, shown in Fig. 5, has the following vertices: one verle.~ w~, 
two sets of ks veflices Wmr, War, two sets of k~ vertices W~, W~F, and a vertex for 
every clause in the CNF. Initially the robber is on ws and must move to some clause 
vertex or else player B~s fn~ cop w~|l capture the robber. Ht~vever, if the cops cover 
the clause vertices then they capture the robber otherwise the robber escapes to a hole. 
The first two component~ avv connected as shown in Fig. 6. Player B's move eompo- 
neat leads to player ,4°s component which leads back to player B's move component. 
Edges connecting the pursuit vertices to the rubber vertices are shown that ensure that 
the robber always moves to the right, if the proving cop always moves to the proving 
vertex below the robber, The robber will always move to the fight in Fig. 6 or else 
the proving cop will capture the robber. The escape vertices and holes are not shown 
in Fig. 6. The number of vertices used when the fast two components are counected 
is o(~). 
The proof component connects to the first two c ~ t s  as shown in Fig. 7. 
There is onc additional vertex, xp, two sags of ks vertices Xsr, Xn,-, and two sets of 
k~ vertices XAr, X,w. As long as the proving cop doe~ not move to xe or we, players 
A and B alternate their variable settings. If any cop moves to an X vertex without he 
proving cop moving to xe, the robber will be able to escape through some hole. If 
the cops all move to the X sets together, they m~intain their current variable settings 
and force the robber to move to wR. The cops then move to the W sets setting up an 




Fig. 5, Proof compon~mt; the third ~wnpon~t in proof of Theorem 3. Each ellipse is a ~¢t ~fl" ks veiling. 
and each rounded t~:langle is a set of k~ v~ic~. 
i l \ l_.._~" I \'~_i?@[t,..T..,v: 
C,-e i " ~P  . . . . . .  _.¢P. i~#P ' ]  
7 
F~ 6. rn~ two ~ in ~ of ~ 3 ~a l~ '~-  Each eli|pse is a set of ks ver~i~ and 
e~ n~ded nxe~e is a set of ~A ~ 
The number of vetoes not in the first two components nor including the CNF, the 
holes, and the subgrapl~ to which ~ holes lead, is 4k + 2. Thus the total number of  
vetoes in lira entire graph is polynomial with respect to max{k, jCNF[). [] 
2,2, Strongly connected directed graphs 
Theorem 3 and olher previous complexity remjlts require that the initial positions be 
given. We are able to exteod tbe proof of Theorem 3 to the case of elective initial 
positions on directed graphs. 
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.,,~::; E~w, ai~ Vertices 
S's ~ I :===(~. I -N % 
0=0, A's __-- 
9=g" A's _- cops 
Fig. 7. Proof component connected to tim two ¢(n,ponents in proof of ~ 3. Each ellipse is a set of 
k~ v~tices, each rounded rectansle is a set of k~ vertices, and each ret, ~gle is a set of vt'rtices such that 
there is one vc~ex for each clause. 
Theoreat 4, The problem of determining if k cops can capture a robber on a strongly 
connected irected graph in which the cops and then the robber choose their initial 
positions is EXPTIME.complete. 
Proof. The proof has three parts. In the first part we construct a graph using the graph 
structures developed in the proof of Theorem 3. in the second part we give a strategy 
for the robber and show that it can be determined if the robber escapes only if the 
cops cannot win an instance of ABF based on the graph in Theo~eJi~ 3, in the third 
part we give a strategy for the cops and show that it can only be determined if the 
cops capture the robber if the cops win an instance of ABF based on the graph in 
Theorem 3. Therefore determining if the cops can win is EXPT1ME-complete. 
Let N(k) be a strongly connected irected graph where k cops are necessary and 
sufficient for capture such that the number of vertices [V~(t)l is polynomial in k. By 
Corollary ! we can construct such a graph of size O(k2). Also, let h be the t, amber 
of holes in the graph constructed in Theorem 3. 
A subgraph of the graph we construct is shown in Fig. 8. Every vertex in a copy 
of N(k) has an edge to its own copy of us, to the initial variable settings in Urn-, 
Uap, Uar, and UAF, and to ue for the given instance of ABF. That is, them are IVs(t)] 
copies of us to which the vertices in N(k) connect but only one copy of ue to which 
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Entrance liole 
Fi~ 8. ~ Connected ~ graph for T~orem 4. VeMex ~ Ires an ~Se vo every vc~ex outside of 
A'(t). The ellipses and ~ ~mgles  cmrespend to the ellipses and rotmd~ ret~ngtes in Fi~;. 3. The 
square. S(t), is d~s~'bcd in ~e text, 
the vertices in N(k) ¢ennect. Each copy of us has edges to the sets U to have its own 
version of the gr~ construed in Theorem 3. Every hole has an edge to its own 
en~ce ve~ex which has an edge to a marked vertex in a copy of N(k). Thus there 
are h copies of N(k). Every entrance vertex has edges to the initial variable settings in 
UDr, Uav, UAr, and U~y. Finally, there is a path of length four from all of the above 
verli~s ending in vertex vc which has an edge to evew vertex outside of a copy of 
~v(t). 
Here i~ the strategy for the robber to follow: The robber starts on any vertex in a 
of N(k) except he ma~ed vertex, such that there is no cop in that copy of N(k) 
initially. As long as there are fewer than k -- 1 cops in the copy of N(k) the robber 
prevents capture and treats the marked vertex as having a cop in it, thus a cop cannot 
enter the copy and capture the robber. If there are k - 1 cops in the copy of N(k) 
and the kilt cop is not on the entrance vertex, the robber prevents capture but does 
not treat he marked vertex in any special manner. If there are k cops in the copy of 
N(k) or if there are k -  1 ceps in the copy of N(k) and the kth cop is on the entrance 
vertex, then the robber moves to a copy of us. The robber has entered a subgraph 
equivalent to the graph in Theorem 3. The only way the cops can prevent the robber 
from immediately getting to a hole and getting to a copy of N(k) is for the cops to 
move to the initial variable settings in an instance of ABF. If ~e cops cannot capture 
the robber from those settings, the robber is safe until a cop tries to set not its variable 
pwperly or to verify the CNF, in which case the robber can reach a hole and escape 
to a copy of N(k) lining the same conditior~ as the initial position and the process 
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repeats. Note that a cop moving to vc frees the robber to move to a copy of N(k) 
before the cop can reach vc. 
Io fo l l~ :  I f  a cop can ever c ~  robber, the 
in vc, Rwain~g cops move into the c~ of  N(k) 
containing the robbor. ~ kth cop moves to the ~ e  vet lexof the~ofN(k)  
and a#~ the copy, If the kth cop ~ ~ ~ of N(k)~ 
capture the robber if the mbher stays in the copy of N(k), lftha robber leaves N(k) 
the cops can move to an initial variable ~elting of ABF with the kth cop becoming the 
proving cop, for if they d~' t  the robber will be able to enter another copy of If(k). 
If the cops can force the CNF to become true, then the cops can capture the robber, 
O 
it seems likely that the above techniques can extend to prove tl'~: following conjec- 
tu~: 
COnje~Ae-~e 1. The problem of determining if k cops can capture a robber on an 
undirected graph in which the cops and then the robber choose their initial positions 
is EXPTIME-complcte. 
3. Complexity resells of sortie coml~Matorlal games 
In this section, we give tight bounds on the complexity of some of the combinatorial 
games found in [9, 11]. We stage ach problem and its previously known complexity 
result and then prove a better esult. The techniques are s~ilar to those in the previous 
section so not all details are given. 
The common theme in these games is that they are partizan, that is each player has 
its own set of tokens, in some of the problems tokens can be removed frmn the board. 
In the worst case there are IVi types of tokens and they can be removed from the board 
giving [V[IVl+t different configurations, Thus in all cases, a backtracking algorithm can 
be modified to solve the following problems in exponential time and in some cases it 
can be done in PSPACE (Theorem 7), 
In Capture [9, Problem 2.4] tokens of two types are given initial positions on a 
directed graph, Players A and B alternately move one of their tokens along the edges 
to vertices which do not contain tokens of the same type. If a token moves to a vertex 
with a token of the same type, then the token originally on the ~ is removecL 
Determining if one player can remove all the tokens of the other was shown to be 
NP-hard, We can show 
Theorem 5. Capture is EXFTlME.complete. 
Proof. Similar to proof of Theorem 3 with modifications to take into account that only 
one cop (token) can move during the cops' turn. [:3 
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In Node Blocking [9, Problem 2.5; I, Problem 3.2] tokens of two types am given 
initial positions on a directed graph. Players A and B alternately move one of their 
I ; i f  one 
lq. 
Proof. Similar to proof of  Theorem 3 with modifications to take into account hat only 
one cop(token) can move during the cops' turn and that the problem is to block rather 
thin capture. [3 
In Target [9, Problem 2.6; 34] tokens of two types arc given initial position~ on a 
directed graph. Two subsets of vertices T,~ and Ts am specified and if playm' A (B) 
moves one of its tokens to a vertex in T~ (Tn), player A (B) wins, Players A and B 
alternately move one of their tokens along the edges to vertices which do not contain 
tokens. Target was slmwn to be EXPTIME-complete in [34]. When 7a -" 0 the prob- 
lem is called Asymmetric-Taroet, Asymmelric-Target is clearly EXPTIME-complete 
by Theorem 6. When the graph is restricted to being bipartite and without directed 
cinmits the problem is called Simplified.Asymmetric-Target. Simplified-Asymmetric- 
Target was shown to be NP-hard in [9]. 
TItK'omn 7. $im, olifled-Asymmetric-Target is PSPACE.complete, 
Proof. The proof is similar to the previous proofs except hat we reduce a PSPACE- 
complete problem QBF [35]. In QBF, two players, A and B, alternately set the boolean 
variables of a CNF in order. Player A wins if the CNF is true after all the variables 
Imve been seL 
In our r~iuctio~ player B is given only one token to move whereas player A has 
k tokens. The k tokens are divided into two sets: the controlled tokens which player 
B will set to variable values and the free tokens which player ,4 will set. We describe 
two subgraphs corresponding to each player setting one variable and then show the 
full graph. 
Player A's tom to set a variable, shown in Fig. 9(a), has player B's token on vertex 
uR and a free token on uA. It is player B's turn to move and player B's token must 
move to ~.  Player A must move the free token to either uar or UAF or else the robber 
will move through uE to reach the target, stoppable only if Player A moves the free 
token to the blocking vertex us. 
Player B's turn to set a variable, shown in Fig. 9(b), has player B's token on vertex 
u,,r and controlled token on vs. it is player B's turn to move and player B's token 
n~ust move to either Vsr or v~. Player A must move the controlled token to vsr or 
vs~ whichever counters player B's move. 
Fig. 10 shows the entire graph. The graph is bipartite since it is also a tree. There 
are two copies of the CNF so that Player A can block Player t: from moving to t. 
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Fig. 10. Graph for part three of Theon'm 7. Each teclangh: is a set of v~ices such that ~ is one v~ex 
fo~ ee~h clause. 
Initially player B's token is on ux, and player ,4 has one token on vs, and uA, for 
all i. Player B will move its token continuously to the right forcing player ,4 to set 
variables until player B's token must move onto the CNF. If the C I~ is true, player 
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A can block player B's token from reaching t, otherwise payer B can move his token 
PSPAC -compte,, 
Proof. Immediate fror~ proof of Theom~ 7. I~ 
In Annihilation [9-11], r different ypes of toktms are placed on distinct vertices of 
a graph composed of IVl vertices and r edge sets Et .... ,E,, not necessarily disjoint. 
A move consists of moving a token of type I from one vertex to another vertex along 
an edge of type L If two tokens ever sham the same vertex, both are removed. The 
last player to move wins. 
I f r  = i, the winner in annihilation can be determined in time O([V[ s) [10]. Sire- 
plilied ann~ilation is when the graph is acyclic and was shown to be NP-hard in [9] 
and PSPACE-complete in [11]. It remains open in general whether or not annihilation 
is EXPTIME- or PSPACE-coi~plete. However, we are able to establish a nontrivial 
complexity result in which each player is allowed to mo~,e any token. 
Semi-Partizan.Target is Target with two changes. The first (and key) ditTereiice is 
that each player can move the other player's tokens, player A wins if player B moves 
one of player A's tokens to one of player A's target, Secondly, for allowing smaller 
diagmns, we say that if two tokens ever share the same vertex they are annihilated 
except hat any number of tokens may be on a target vertex. 
Theorem & ,f~mi-Partizan.Target is EXPTIME-complete. 
Proof. We use a minor variation of ABF, designated ABF ~, in which the CIqF is 
initially erue and ifthe CNF ever becomes false, player B wins. Determining if player B 
wins in ABF* is clearly EXPTIME-complete. Given an instance ABF' with k variables, 
we construct a graph, polynomial in size with respect o k, on which to play semi- 
parfizan4arget. Mayer A will have k tokens and player B one token. Player A's tokens 
are divided into two groups k~ and k8 for the variables in the ABF'. We now show 
that determining if player B can move its token to the target is polynomially equivalent 
to determining if player B can win the instance of ABF', first by describing the graph, 
how play should go, and why play does not go otherwise. 
The graph is shown in Fig. 13 and is composed of subgraphs depicted in Figs. 1 ! 
and 12. For all I <~i,j<~2k~ + I and 1 <~h<<.k~ there are vertices us,, u~.j,h, u~,.j.h 
as shown in Fig. I1. For all l<~i<~ks there is a subgraph as shown in 
Fig. 12. 
Initially player A's tokens are placed as follows. For all 1 <~h<<.kA a token is on 
Ur~.~., or U~-,.~, depending on whether or not the hth variable for player A in the 
ABI e' is initially true or false. For all l <~i<<.ks a token is on V~.r or ~,r depending 
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Fig. i l .  Player A'$ move component for ~ 8. Fi~. 12 shows to which vefW.-es in Fo lheUa~ 
are ~ .  Vn is player B's move ¢omponem (Fig. 12). Every vmex w~,,.j and urp,,.j has an edge, not 
drawn, ~oee. 
Fig. 12. Player B's move component for Tlgmem 8. Un is player A's move ,~.-,-,p~nent (Fig. I!). 
on whether or not the ith variable for player B in the ABi ~ is initially true or false. 
Player B's token is initially on un,. 
The game proceeds as follows. Player B's token will move to vs~, for some i. Player 
A then must move the token currently at Ua~r or va, r to v~,. In fmlr moves, player B 
will have moved its token to ve~r or vo,.v and player A will have moved its token to 
vA~r or v~,.v whichever covers player B's token. Thus player B has set its/th variable. 
Player B's token will then move to ue, for some i such that player A does not have 
a token on UTLj.v U~,,.~, U~.~v or UF,.,., for all j and k. Such a vertex must exist by 
the pigeon-hole principle. Player A is then forced to move a token from u~. u or u~.L, 
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F*q~ D. C ~  in T~;  g ~ to the ~ and Target. Only vertices of the form vn~.r end 
to UTah, or uV,,., for any k. Thus player A has set its Mh variable. Player B will then 
move to a veNex in gs and the process repeats, i f  the CNF is ever false, player B 
nmy move its token ~ugh the ~ to the target. 
Throughout the ~ if player A moves a token and player B's token is not 
threatened by a token that also covers, the e or f vertex player B's token can move 
to, player B will move its token to that e or f vertex and then to the target. 
Player A will never move B's token to the CNF. The only other instance in which 
player A could move player B*s token in which player B's token is th~atened to be 
armihilated is instead of moving a token f~oi~ v~,4 to move B's token ~or~ Vs~r or 
v&, to us, with one of d 's  tokens on ur~j.,, uvLl.~, uD.~, or uF~.~ for some j and k. 
However, B could then move its token to vst, and then either to f:.t or ft.2, depending 
on whether player A moves player B's token again, and finally onto the target. 
Player B always has its token threatened by one of A's tokens by the construction 
of the graph. Playe~ B can never move all threatening tokens to a nonlosing vertex. 
If B moves tl~. threatening token to the CNF, an e, or an f vertex, player A will 
ann~ilate B~s token by moving it onto the token player B just moved. I"I 
4. Ceudmion 
We have shown EXPTIME-complete a number of combinatorial games in which 
two players move their own sets of tokens on a graph, proving these problems are 
significantly more difficult han previously believed. Our results differ from previous 
EXPTIME-enmpleteness results in tight restrictions: one player has only one token, the 
graph may bt: undirected, and initial positions are elective. 
There are still mmly open problems. First and foremost, what is the complexity of 
cops and a robber on an undirected graph? For example, which graph properties are 
necessary and sufficient for k~>2 cops to ensure capture [4]? For a given k, what is 
the smallest graph, in terms of number of vertices, for which k cops are necessary 
and sufficient o capture a robber [4]? For a given number of vertices) what is the 
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number of  cops ~ for fixed k. I f  k :  I, one on ly~ to retract he graph 
repeatedly and if lea with a single vertex, the cop can capture the robber. Properties 
for some k > 1 has been studied in cops in helicopter pmsuit problem [21] but no 
tight re~u!t~ have been found in other pursuit problems, 
Admowk~mem 
We thank Aviezri Fraenke! for pointing out relevant literature and the referees for 
numerous suggestions. 
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